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Reviewer's report:

General

I cannot find where the term "investment " is defined and explained in the new manuscript version (not "L131-L135" nor "L237-L240" as indicated to Reviewer #2).

Information sources and search strategy.

L167: Section now starts with a phrase stating "with this understanding in mind": would need rephrasing for clarity.

Data Synthesis

L262: After " See Appendix 1", place information regarding data synthesis under a separate header.

L263: Explain what " a modified constant comparative method developed by Glaser" entails.

L263-265: Are "investment themes" and "investment categories" to be understood as being the same parameter? If not please clarify.

Quality assessment

L287: If 4 studies were not relevant, not assessed, and not included in results, they were excluded from the review.
Level of interest
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